Several samples with the nominal composition Eu x Gaioo-* (23 < χ < 28) were prepared from the elements: Eu, 99.9 % (Lamprecht, additionally distilled); Ga, 99.9999 % (Chempur). The mixtures of the appropriate amounts of the starting components were closed in Ta crucibles under an argon pressure of about 800 mbar. Each tantalum tube was subsequently sealed into a silica ampule to prevent oxidation of tantalum at high temperatures. The synthesis was performed by heating (2 K/h) of the reaction mixtures up to 950-1000 °C, annealing at these temperatures for 2 h, slow cooling the temperature (within 6 days) to 600 °C, subsequent thermal treatment for 2 weeks and quenching in cold water. Alternatively, the reported phase can be obtained by high-frequency melting of the elements in an open glassy carbon crucible under an argon atmosphere with subsequent homogenization at 600 °C. Platelet-like single crystal was mechanically extracted from annealed sample with the composition Eu2eGa74.
Experimental details
The unit cell parameters were obtained from least-squares refinement of 35 reflections taken from a Guinier powder pattern (Huber G670 camera, CuX^i radiation, Λ = 1.54056 Ä) using germanium (a = 5.657906 Ä) as an internal standard.
Discussion
The crystal structure of EuaGae was primarily investigated by Xray powder diffraction methods [1, 2] and was found to be a binary representative of the UsNUSU structure type [3] (figure, top). Despite the acceptable interatomic distances, the residual values were relative high (Äi = 0.15 [1] and R\ = 0.11 [2] ) and atomic displacement factors revealed unusual behavior deviating from the values expected for the respective atomic masses. These contradictions were the reason for crystal structure re-investigation using single crystal data. Detailed analysis of the difference Fourier maps revealed, beside the known europium and gallium positions, additional electron density maxima in the vicinity of the Eul atoms with the AIB2-like gallium environment (figure, middle), as this was found for the Eui_xGa2+3x phase [4] , Excluding the forbidden short interatomic distances, the final model of the crystal structure reveals a replacement of a part of europium atoms by triangles of gallium (figure, bottom). Preliminary phase equilibria investigations in the gallium-rich region showed the congruent formation of Eu3-*Ga8+3x at 971 °C. Determination of lattice parameters reveals that the homogeneity range of Eu3-*Ga8+3* at 600 °C extends from χ = 0.12 to χ = 0.23: a = 4.3991(6) A-4.4103(8) Ä, b = 4.3841(6)Ä-4.3737(7)Ä, c = 25.864(3) A-25.857(4) A A similar structural behavior was found for Sr3-*Ga8+ax, χ = 0.15 [5] . 
